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About This Game

Third Person Perspective arcade game. Defend your base against hordes of aliens intent on taking over our Solar System.

When I was a lad, games were real games. TV was violent, with plenty of swearing and stereotyping and - most importantly -
"THINGS EXPLODING". Computer graphics weren't quite as good, but we made up for it with our imaginations! But now you

have to imagine no longer. The past has come back (for better or worse). Sol Galactic Defender is the old arcade shooter
brought up to date with even bigger technicolour EXPLOSIONS.

Forget the stress balls, shooting things is far more stress relieving, especially when they explode. And as aliens aren't real, it is
also politically correct - as well as morally acceptable!

Now with added BASE, "feel dem explosions" (Woofer recommended).

Third Person Perspective arcade game. Defend your base against hordes of aliens intent on taking over our Solar System.
Key Features:

Main Key Features:

 

*Shooting "Despicable" Aliens which explode with great panache!
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*Different alien weapons including homing missiles.

*Retro game HUD and player life mechanic

*1980s Arcade Game shooting mechanic.

*Original Music Score and Sound FX.

*Sounds Optimized for woofer speakers.

*Extra lives and Base lives power pills.

*8 levels located on different planets in our solar system.

*Glossary of Aliens

*Interesting Information about each planet!

General overview

As the player, you have a Hover tank and 3 lives. You shoot missiles which take time to reach their target. This is meant to
simulate the old 2D arcade shooters. Your movement is restricted to an area around your base which normally has destructible

defences on the periphery.

 Various Aliens attack in waves, firing missiles at you, your base and defences. Different aliens have different attacks, some of
these home in on you, some on your base. To counter these, you have flairs to confuse their targeting computers.

You must defend your base which has a number of lives (except on level 1). On some levels there are also shield bases. These
provide the power for the shields around your base, if destroyed the shield drops and your base may be attacked. Different

aliens have different weapons. Some of these will target you some your base.

 On most levels the player shooting mechanism is confined to a single plane. This means that if an alien jumps you can no longer
shoot him. On higher levels this mechanic is removed and I experiment with different variants of the shooting mechanism. This

is one of the things I would like to get feedback on, and experiment with during the early access.

On level 6 I introduce a wave mechanic for the floor, i.e. your floating on a sea of very hot water. In this level there is an auto
targeting feature, which is toggle on and off. This works on some aliens but not others whom have "STEALTH"
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Title: Sol Galaxy Defender
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Quack Games
Publisher:
James Habgood
Release Date: 12 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7xxx or Nvidia Geforce GTX 680

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Nothing but a gankfest...new players dont stand a chance. Avoid at all costs.. fighting games lol. Very nice Add-On, it changing
the world for the better.
But you must choose one of two additions: this Add-On & "FTX Trees HD Add-On"
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=601695267. GREAT NEW CHANGES AND FUN TO PLAY..
some challenging puzzels, ok story line, graphics could of been better.. Totally worth the $10. Def. had me in a corner a few
times. Great game. Short but great. Playing again.. Steam sent me an invalid key. The key was already in use.

First time having such issues with steam.
Very dissapointed.

I had a weekend set up to lay around and play games.... steam ruined it with their lack of support........

. Almost didn't buy because of the negative reviews, but (except for one regarding bass) they are all old and due to a temporary
issue that occurred when this pack was first released. Runs fine, great songs.. More of a proof of concept than a game, this is a
bare bones 3d platformer with a simple twist: you can create temporary platforms underneath you to stop you from falling. Left
click drops a green platform and right click drops a blue platform. The green platform is a stepping stone. The blue platform is a
springboard that launches you into the air.

The levels are small but have a great deal of verticality to them. There are collectables to pick up along the way but the goal is to
find and press a sequence of red buttons which will open a gateway to the next level. It plays and feels a bit like Portal sans
portal gun mechanics.

You can finish Over the Void in well under an hour, with most of that time spent looking down as you tend to fixate on the
platforms you create rather than the brilliantly bizaare and colourful environments. You will regularly bump your head on
ceilings and floating objects that you never see until they are below you.

The game experience generally does not feel structured. The ability to launch yourself into the air with the click of a mouse
button precludes the possibility of having platforming puzzles. You never wonder how you can climb your way through a level
and your platforming ability is never tested because you can prevent a fall at any time. Whereas Portal felt like a 3d puzzle
game, this does not.

I adored the aesthetic and the music, despite the platforming mechanics affording you little time and space to appreciate your
surroundings. Over the Void works well as a 10 minute distraction every now and then but don't expect anything as substantial
as a game or you will be disappointed.
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The touchpad locomotion made me nauseous, i could not play it, the bit i have seen had bad anti aliasing.. Absolutely wortlhless,

Broadcaster edition DOESN'T WORK when using a dj CONTROLLER.
might aswell use winamp for free.
They should be ashamed for asking money,
steam should inform their customers better about the programs' features on the
store page.. good game upvoted +1. Colorul adventure packed with puzzles, sort of old-school - but in a positive way. Short play
sessions, but lots of fun. Overall, this is a good one.. I'm going to be nice. I desperately want rugby games on the market, and the
way to manage that is not to pan every arrival. Yes it has flaws, but football management games have been around 20+ years,
and i reckon if we compare this to their early attempts, it probably reflects very favourably.
I applaud the match engine and graphics, this was over and above what I was expecting. I can completely overlook graphical
anomalies in this, such as the rucking. It's a representation, not a completely accurate recreation.

My constructive criticisms to work on as a priority.

Rules - The only part of the match engine which does annoy me is errors in the rules. I understand rugby is a very complicated
game, and trying to include all the rules is near on impossible. A glaring one I have noticed is kicks directly into touch from
outside the 22.

Tactics - If I'm honest, I'm not really sure what the tacital selections do, for me, I'd like to see it somehow be more specific. For
example, in a tight game, I have wanted to play territory, and so I set my kicking slider to high. I had every player attempting
grubbers and chips through, which was not what i was after!

Transfers/Signings - I've got teams signing my players who are due to be out of contract. I cannot find a way to do the same for
theirs?! When I tried to press help on the player search, shortlist or signing page, it wasn't available.

But on the whole, i'm loving the game and I'm excited for updates!
. worth ' w ')b. Couldn't finish due to Second mission being unbalanced and impossible to beat. Story doesn't add anything new..
Dystopian point-and-click adventure game.

Boring. Glitched out a couple of times.

Ends abruptly and on a hugely unfulfilling cliffhanger note -- sequel never emerged, production derailed? You can see either the
time or the budget allotted for the game ran out, because Alternativa gets increasingly 'barebones' through to the end of the
game. Non-essential elements vanish, background music disappears, puzzles simplify. Feels decidedly unpolished and hurries
you along.

The game's story is straightforwardly linear and I have no idea what the game's Steam description means by "composed of a
number of shorter stories."

Can't recommend. Would want to read a postmortem from the developers to find out what the hell happened.. The sounds are
perfectly acceptable, you can turn on inspection lights on the outside of the engine, it has a bell which is rare for a european
locomotive. It's a well done locomotive. 9\/10
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